This paper investigates dynamical behaviors of stochastic Cohen-Grossberg neural network with delays and reaction diffusion. By employing Lyapunov method, Poincaré inequality and matrix technique, some sufficient criteria on ultimate boundedness, weak attractor, and asymptotic stability are obtained. Finally, a numerical example is given to illustrate the correctness and effectiveness of our theoretical results.
Introduction
Cohen and Grossberg proposed and investigated Cohen-Grossberg neural networks in 1983 1 . Hopfield neural networks, recurrent neural networks, cellular neural networks, and bidirectional associative memory neural networks are special cases of this model. Since then, the Cohen-Grossberg neural networks have been widely studied in the literature, see for example, 2-12 and references therein.
Strictly speaking, diffusion effects cannot be avoided in the neural networks when electrons are moving in asymmetric electromagnetic fields. Therefore, we must consider that the activations vary in space as well as in time. In 13-19 , the authors gave some stability conditions of reaction-diffusion neural networks, but these conditions were independent of diffusion effects.
On the other hand, it has been well recognized that stochastic disturbances are ubiquitous and inevitable in various systems, ranging from electronic implementations to biochemical systems, which are mainly caused by thermal noise, environmental fluctuations,
Model Description and Assumptions
Consider the following stochastic Cohen-Grossberg neural networks with delays and diffusion terms: probability space Ω, F, P with a natural filtration {F t } t≥0 generated by {w s : 0 ≤ s ≤ t}, where we associate Ω with the canonical space generated by all {w i t } and denote by F the associated σ-algebra generated by {w t } with the probability measure P. System 2.1 has the following matrix form: 
The following assumptions and lemmas will be used in establishing our main results.
which λ 1 is the lowest positive eigenvalue of the Neumann boundary problem:
is the Laplace operator.
Remark 2.2. Assumption A1 is less conservative than that in 26, 28 , since the constants l
, and m i are allowed to be positive, negative, or zero, that is to say, the activation function in A1 is assumed to be neither monotonic, differentiable, nor bounded. Assumption A2 is weaker than those given in 23, 27, 30 since μ is not required to be zero or smaller than 1 and is allowed to take any value. Remark 2.3. According to the eigenvalue theory of elliptic operators, the lowest eigenvalue λ 1 is only determined by X 47 .
The notation A > 0 resp., A ≥ 0 means that matrix A is symmetricpositive definite resp., positive semidefinite . 
Main Results

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that assumptions (A1)-(A3) hold and there exist some matrices
, and σ 3 such that the following linear matrix inequality hold:
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where x ∈ X, * means the symmetric term,
3.2
Then system 2.1 is stochastically ultimately bounded, that is, if for any ε ∈ 0, 1 , there is a positive constant C C ε such that the solution y t, x of system 2.1 satisfies
Proof. If μ ≤ 1, then it follows from A4 that there exists a sufficiently small λ > 0 such that
where
3.5
If μ > 1, then it follows from A4 that there exists a sufficiently small λ > 0 such that
where Δ 1 , Δ 3 , and Δ 4 are the same as in 3.4 ,
Consider the following Lyapunov functional: 
t, x d y t, x PAf y t, x dx
≤ X y T t, x d 2 y
t, x Py t, x f T y t, x A T PAf y t, x dx
≤ X y T t, x d 2
Py t, x f T y t, x A T PAf y t, x dx,
2
X y T t, x Pd y t, x Bg y t − τ t , x dx
Py t, x g T y t − τ t , x B T PBg y t − τ t , x dx,
× y T t−τ t , x Q 1 y t−τ t , x g T y t−τ t , x Q 2 g y t−τ t , x dx dt,
3.13
where h μ e −λτ μ ≤ 1 or 1 μ > 1 . In addition, it follows from A1 that
3.14 Similarly, one obtains
3.15
From 3. 
3.18
Thus, one obtains
For any ε > 0, set C λ −1 C 1 /λ min P ε. By Chebyshev's inequality and 3.20 , we obtain lim sup
which implies lim sup
The proof is completed.
Theorem 3.1 shows that there exists t 0 > 0 such that for any t ≥ t 0 , P { y t ≤ C} ≥ 1 − ε. Let B C be denoted by
Clearly, B C is closed, bounded, and invariant. Moreover,
Abstract and Applied Analysis 11 with no less than probability 1 − ε, which means that B C attracts the solutions infinitely many times with no less than probability 1 − ε, so we may say that B C is a weak attractor for the solutions. Remark 3.4. Assumption A4 depends on λ 1 and μ, so the criteria on the stability, ultimate boundedness, and weak attractor depend on diffusion effects and the derivative of the delays and are independent of the magnitude of the delays.
An Example
In this section, a numerical example is presented to demonstrate the validity and effectiveness of our theoretical results. 
Conclusion
In this paper, new results and sufficient criteria on the ultimate boundedness, weak attractor, and stability are established for stochastic reaction-diffusion Cohen-Grossberg neural networks with delays by using Lyapunov method, Poincaré inequality and matrix technique. The criteria depend on diffusion effect and derivative of the delays and are independent of the magnitude of the delays.
